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Lynette Maas' affair with Rich Nisbet for Scn'sts 

From: Dan Maas (dandmaas@hotmail.com) 


Sent: Mon 1/24/11 12:06 AM 


To: 


Bce: Brielle Brown OES SNC ORG (briellebrown@hotmail.com); Cincinnati Org 

(cincinnati@scientology.net); Cindy Peck (martek_resources@msn.com); Diane Teeman 
(diandances@sbcglobal.net); Don Jarvis Gdon44@msn.com); doug@dohring.com; Doug Dohring 
(doug.dohring@dohring.com); Erik Martin (erik@soundanswer.com); Ian Lee 
(ian@thebestdrummerintheworld.com); Jason Dohring Gason@dohring.com); Kathy Chase 
Cincinnati Org (kathychase47@yahoo.com); Lauren Dohring (lauren.dohring@dohring.com); Laurie 
Dohring (Iauried@dohring.com); Mary Anne Ahmad (maryanneahmad@yahoo.com); Mike Mannakee 
(mike@basementideas.com); Ralph West (ralphwest1@yahoo.com); Randall LeTellier 
(randaliletellier@yahoo.com); Rita Lee (ritamarylee@gmail.com); Slavka MAA FSO AO 
(slavka.b@fso.org); Starr O'Malley (ihelpwestus@ihelp.org); Tony Urbanek 
(urban075@comcast.net); Cal George (drcgeorge@comcast.net) 

2 attachments 

The Evidence Scan.pdf (5.7 MB) I Full Disclosure Declaration Scan.pdf (19.2 MB) 

Hi everyone, 

Some of you may know about the affair Lynette and Rich have been having. I have now got the full 
documented evidence of it. Some of you may have gotten an ear/ier email that was watered down for 
WOGs. I have not been able to get Lynette and Rich to come clean and they keep slipping around Ethics 
on this. It is time that I shine the light of truth on it. What they are doing is out-ethics. They are in lower 
conditions and should not be trusted. Please read the attachments and forward this on to anyone you 
know of that has any dealings with these two. The attachment call The Evidence is just the first report of 
the Full Disclosure Declaration document. Read that one if you don't have time to go through the other 
one. 

Dan Maas 
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Lynette Maas' affair with Rich Nisbet 

From: Dan Maas (dandmaas@hotmail.com) 

Sent: Mon 1/24/11 12:24 AM 

To: handsonhealthpt@gmail.com 

2 attachments 
The Evidence Scan.pdf (5.7 MB) , Full Disclosure Declaration Scan.pdf (19.2 MB) 

Hi Suzzane, 

My name is Dan Maas. I am Lynette Maas' former husband. I need to tell you about the affair Lynette and 
Rich have been having. I have know about it for about 2 months but now I have got the full documented 
evidence of it. They split up my family and Lynette took my two young kids away from me to go live this 
life of deceit with Rich. I have not been able to get Lynette and Rich to come clean and they keep slipping 
around Ethics on this and they keep lying to me about it. It is time that I shine the light of truth on it. 
What they are doing is out-ethics. They are in lower conditions and should not be trusted. LRH made it 
very clear about auditors having clean hands. The attachment call The Evidence is just the first report of 
the Full Disclosure Declaration document. Read that one if you don't have time to go through the other 
one. I would suggest that you demand that your folders be sent to an upper level org to be checked for 
any-out tech. I know that Rich has been under investigation from the Flag Ethics Department for out-tech 
with other pes. I am sure when confronted on this Rich will lie his head off about it. The attachments here 
show how adept he and Lynette are at lying. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Maas 

I of J 1/2512011 1 I :35 AM 

..... -~..- ....._-
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FW: Lynette Maas' affair with Rich Nisbet 

From: Dan Maas (dandmaas@hotmail.com) 

Sent: Mon 1/24/11 12:40 AM 

To: Laurie West (Jaurie@vonwest.com); mason@vonwest.com 

2 attachments 


The Evidence Scan.pdf (5.7 MB) I Full Disclosure Declaration Scan.pdf (19.2 MB) 


Hi Laurie, 

I am sorry that I have to send you this but I need to tell you about the affair Lynette and Rich have been 
having because this will surely have a detrimental effect on Mason's auditing. I have known about it for 
about 2 months. I would have said something earlier but I just now got the full documented evidence of 
it. They split up my family and Lynette took my two girls away from me to go live this life of deceit with 
Rich. This is the real reason why Lynette moved to California and is now demanding that Mason comes out 
there to get his auditing. I have not been able to get Lynette and Rich to come clean and they keep 
slipping around Ethics on this and they keep lying to me about it. It is time that I shine the light of truth 
on it. What they are doing is out-ethics. They are in lower conditions and should not be trusted. LRH 
made it very clear about auditors having clean hands. The attachment call The Evidence is just the first 
report of the Full Disclosure Declaration document. Read that one if you don't have time to go through the 
other one. I would suggest that you demand that Mason's pc folders be sent to Flag to be checked for 
any-out tech. If there is any major out-tech, Flag will back you up on getting you money back from Lynette 
on Mason's auditing. I know that Rich has been under investigation from the Flag Ethics Department for 
out-tech with some of his pes and he is the one who is CS1ing Mason's folders out here. I am sure when 
confronted on this Lynette will lie her head off about it. The attachments here show how adept she and 
Rich are at lying. I don't have Mark's email so can you pass this on to him for me. 

It makes me Sick to my stomach that I have to go to this extreme to get this situation under control. 

ML, 

Dan 

loft 1/251201111:38 AM--_1111....__---------------··~--·····-
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FW: Lynette Maas' affair with Rich Nisbet 

From: Dan Maas (dandmaas@hotmail.com) 


Sent: Mon 1/24/1112:50 AM 


To: 


Bec: Jennifer Latch (jenandchloel@yahoo.com); Rich Nisbet (richnisbet@gmaiLcom); 

rich@aseminars.com; Lynette Maas (Iynettevm@hotmail.com) 


2 attachments 


The Evidence Scan.pdf (5.7 MB) , Full Disclosure Declaration Scan.pdf (19.2 MB) 


Hi Jennifer, 

I am sorry to report that the "ass biting" has begun. I just now got the full documented evidence of 
Lynette and Rich's out-ethics. You were right and I should not have trusted their word. They are still lying 
to me on this situation. It is time that I shine the light of truth on it. What they are doing is out-ethics. 
They are in lower conditions and should not be trusted. The attachment call The Evidence is just the first 
report of the Full Disclosure Declaration document. Read that one if you don't have time to go through the 
other one. 

It makes me sick to my stomach that I have to go to this extreme to get this situation under control. 

I am sorry you can't call me about this as I lost my phone as I was beating the living shit out of Rich 

tonight. 


ML, 

Dan 

. of! ]/25/2011 12:14 PM 
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FW: Lynette Maas' affair with Rich Nisbet 

From: Dan Maas (dandmaas@hotmail.com) 

Sent: Mon 1/24/11 12:57 AM 
To: Jim Leake (jleake76@gmail.com) 

2 attachments 

The Evidence Scan.pdf (5.7 MB) , Full Disclosure Declaration Scan.pdf (19.2 MB) 


Hey Jimmy, 

I just wanted to let you know that I went and beat the living shit out of Rich tonight. I got the full 
documented evidence of Lynette and Rich's out-ethics. It is time that I shine the light of truth on it. What 
they are doing is out-ethics. They are in lower conditions and should not be trusted. The attachment call 
The Evidence is just the first report of the Full Disclosure Declaration document. Read that one if you don't 
have time to go through the other one. 

It makes me sick to my stomach that I have to go to this extreme to get this situation under control. 

I am sorry you can't call me about this as I lost my phone as I was pounding the fuck out of him. This 

didn't have anything to do with what we talked about today. I had this planned for the last two days. 


ML, 

Dan 

lofl 1/2512011 12: 16 PM 
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